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Across

2. Where did they find Chris?

10. Who is the most important 

character?

14. Where were the prisoners held?

15. Who sacrificed himself to save 

Corrie

17. Who was Ellie's role model?

18. What did Ellie first blow up?

19. What did they blow up at the end?

20. Lee said " I think this could be the 

start of world war ?

21. Tomorrow when the ? began

22. What is there new home?

23. How many are in the group in the 

end?

24. What did they hear on the second 

night of their camp?

26. What did they call the way down 

into Hell?

28. what was the pedal powered vehicle 

they use?

29. What country is the story based in?

Down

1. Who changed the mosted in the 

group?

3. What did Ellie drive to save Lee?

4. Who was the competitive one?

5. Who stitched up Lee when he got 

shot?

6. Who is the musical one in the group?

7. What was their getaway car after 

saving Lee?

8. Where did Robyn leave Lee when he 

got shot?

9. What vehicle did they use to get up 

to tailors stitch?

11. Who tagged along a quarter of the 

way along the book?

12. What was in the crate in Hermits 

hut?

13. What did they use to blow up the 

bridge?

16. What was the metal item they found 

in the crate in Hermits hut?

25. What slithered into kevins sleeping 

bag?

27. What is the main theme of the 

book?


